The theory of matrix subdivision schemes provides tools for the analysis of general uniform stationary matrix schemes. The special case of Hermite-interpolatory subdivision schemes deals with re nement algorithms for the function and the derivatives' values, with matrix masks depending upon the re nement l e v el, i.e., non-stationary matrix masks. Here we rst show that a Hermite-interpolatory subdivision scheme can be transformed into a stationary process. Then, using special schemes for generating some Hermite-type divided di erences, we give the theory and the tools for analyzing the convergence and smoothness of Hermite-interpolatory schemes.
Stationary Hermite-interpolatory schemes
Hermite-type subdivision schemes of order 2 were already considered in 14] and in 12] . In the present paper we are discussing the basic properties and the proper analysis tools for higher order Hermite-type subdivision schemes. The analysis presented here is an adaptation of the methods in 2], 4], 10], 15] and especially 12], exploiting the structure and the special signi cance of Hermite-type data. Examples and numerical implementation of the analysis tools are presented in 3].
The Hermite-interpolatory scheme of order m is of the form f k+1 n = X j2Z Z A (k) n;2j f k j n 2 ZZ (1:1)
where ff k n g are vectors in IR m , f k n is the vector attached to the diadic point t = 2 ;k n at level k of the subdivision. The m m matrices fA (k) n n 2 ZZg which form the 'mask' of the scheme at level k, are non-zero only for the nite set of indices I. In particular A (k) 2n = I m m n 0 due to the interpolatory nature of the scheme. The scheme converges to a C s limit function with s m ; 1 if there exists f 2 C s such that f k n = ( f (0) (2 ;k n) f (1) (2 ;k n) f (2) Later we show that this property is necessary for such a s c heme to converge to C`limit functions. In fact we consider a subset of such s c hemes which w e term stationary. Let us assume that the degree`of the polynomial space is chosen so that a mask fA (0) n n 2 Ig exists with the property of reproduction of polynomials in `, namely
where P(x) is a matrix of order m `with polynomial elements of the form We w ould like to establish the connection between the mask at level k to the mask at level zero. The system of equations that the mask at level k > 0 m ust satisfy can be written as P(2 ;k;1 n) = X j2Z Z A (k) n;2j P(2 ;k j) n 2 ZZ : (1:4)
By the form (1.3) of P it follows that
where M j (h) = diagf1 h : : : h ;j+1 g. Multiplying (1.2) by M m (2 ;k ) ;1 from the left and by M`(2 ;k ) from the right w e g e t ,
Now, using relation (1.5) with h = 2 ;k , it follows that (1.4) is satis ed for k > 0 with
(1:6) Thus given the mask at level k = 0 w e can choose the mask at level k > 0 according to (1.6). We de ne such s c hemes as "stationary Hermite schemes". Although the scheme as given is not stationary since the mask depends on the level k, y et by a simple scaling the scheme becomes stationary. De ning the scaled vectors by M m (2 ;k )f k n these vectors are generated by a stationary scheme with the level independent mask A n = M m (2 ;1 )A (0) n n 2 I :
( 1:7) 2. Divided-di erence operators for Hermite-interpolatory schemes
Our analysis of the convergence of stationary Hermite-interpolatory schemes which reproduce ` ` m;1 t o C s limit functions with s m;1, is based on the existence of stationary subdivision schemes for the divided di erences of the data vectors f k n n 2 ZZ of order j for m ; 1 j `+ 1. These divided di erences are de ned regarding every diadic point t = n2 ;k as having multiplicity m and interpreting the data there as
2! : : : f (m;1) (t) (m ; 1)! ) t n 2 ZZ k 2 ZZ + for some function f 2 C m;1 . Related to the data vectors f k n n 2 ZZ we consider the (m ; 1)th order divided di erences de ned as ; r 1 1 = 1 ; r 1 r+1 = ;z ; r i i = 1 ; r i i;1 = ;1 i = 2 r+ 1 while for r = 0 its only element i s 1 ; z. F or this formalism we also de ne the symbol of a mask fA (k) n n 2 Ig as the matrix Laurent polynomial
With these notations we can rewrite relations (2.2)-(2.5) as relations between the generating functions, vanish at z = 1. This follows by observing that the rst r+1 columns of E (r+1) (z 2 ) equal e (r) . Hence, by (2.10), the rst r + 1 columns of D r] k (z)(E (r+1) (z 2 )) I (m;r;1) (m;r;1) are zero at z = ;1 and equal e (r) at z = 1. The result now follows by noting that left operation with ; m r k+1 (1) gives di erences of pairs of the rst r + 1 r o ws.
Conditions for smoothness of Hermite-interpolatory schemes
In this section we rst show that a C s continuous stationary Hermite-interpolatory subdivision scheme must reproduce s . Then we g i v e necessary and su cient conditions for C s continuity, which can be put in as an algorithm for checking smoothness of Hermiteinterpolatory schemes.
To analyze the smoothness of the scheme we h a ve t o i n troduce higher order divided di erences of the vector u m 
